tsunami-damaged brick walls, foundations, and roofing tiles. Maximum sand transport ranged
from 90 to 430 m distance from the swash zone as listed in Table 1. The beach widths in most
profiles reached 30-50 m from the swash, except at Parangipettai and Nagapattinam which
include broad sand spits, each about 300 m in width. The average sand transport distance was
130 m from the swash. Tsunami sand deposits ranged from coarse upper (700-1000 microns) to
very-fine upper (88-125 microns) in grain size, based on comparisons with grain-size cards.
Tsunami sand deposit thickness was ranged from several 10’s of centimeters thickness near
beach backshores to 1 cm thickness at the distal end of sand transport. Sand sheets appeared to
fine in mean grain-size with distance landward. Fining-upward sequences in each of 2-3 sand
layers were observed at the 80 m position in profile at Devanaampatnam. Fining-upward
sequences were not apparent in most of the proximal sand sheet deposits, i.e., deposits within
100 m of the shoreline in this study area.
Tsunami Casualty:
The official websites of the Governments of Tamil Nadu and Podicherry
(http://www.tn.gov.in/tsunami/damages.htm; http://pondicherry.nic.in/tsunami/tsunaminew.htm )
report that more than 8600 people were perished in the area we surveyed. The hardest hit was
Nagappattinam where 6065 people were found killed as on February 3, 2005. The measured
runup height along the Tamil Nadu Coast ranges from 3 to 5 m. We found that many people
(especially fishermen) dwell very close to the shore where the ground elevation is less than 1.5
m. This is because the storm surge induced by cyclones is small owing to the narrow continental
shelf (ranging from 20 to 50 km), and the tidal range is also small (~ 1m). We observed that most
of the victims were drowned by the tsunami flows with the depth of 1.5 ~ 2.0m. Figure 4 shows a
typical beach profile taken at Devanaanpattinam. On this topography, the tsunami could enhance
its flow speed behind the beach berm, thereby even 1.5m-deep flow that is about man’s chest
level was more than enough to destroy the buildings and kill the adult human beings. Note that
storm (cyclone) generated waves of the equivalent height would result differently. The storm
waves have their wave period of 20 sec. or so. Even if the human were swept by it, the one could
survive after one wave period. On the other hand, the tsunami’s wave period is much longer,
causing very long and sustained penetration, and the human body once swept by tsunami may
not be brought to surface by the tsunami action itself.
Structures and Infrastructures
One of the prominent tsunami effects on buildings that we observed was the extensive scours
around the buildings. The scour patterns were not consistent: the damage on some buildings was
found on their sea side, the others show them on their land side. Figure 5 shows a scour damage
at the seaward corner of the schoolhouse at Kalapakkom where the runup height was 4.1m; the
house was inundated with the depth of 0.95 m above the floor level. The scour depth is
approximately 1.5 m with the horizontal span of 5m. The photo also shows the lifeline damage,
i.e. the sewage pipe. Another example is the undermined sidewalk in Chennai as shown in Fig. 6.
Judging from the failure pattern, the undermining must have taken place during the drawdown.
As for structural damage, we found that almost all of the wood-frame and straw houses were
totally destroyed, about a half of masonry houses survived, and almost all of the reinforced
concrete houses withstood the tsunami forces.
Remote Sensing
A remarkable difference in the present survey practice from the previous ones is the use of
remote sensing data, in particular satellite images. Figure 7 shows the comparison of the satellite

image with the ground-level survey. The washed up ship on the quay can be identified in the
satellite image. The small anomaly next to the ship in the satellite image was found to be a
damaged concrete block of the quay wall. This demonstrates that the correct interpretation of
satellite image can be made by the ground-level survey. Another example is shown in Fig. 8 that
was taken at the same spot but in the opposite direction. The ground-level photograph shows
many damaged boats stacked on the quay, while no such boats are found in the satellite image
that was taken prior to our survey. This discrepancy indicates that the boats were indeed carried
after the event as the clean-up process and they were not caused by the tsunami; the satellite
images can provide correct interpretation for the ground-level survey.
The December 26 2004 Great Indian Ocean Tsunami is undoubtedly a remarkable event that
took away more than 300,000 human lives. Because of the size of the tsunamis, it is formidable
to collect all the necessary data. We collected the data and information in approximately 350 km
span of the South-East Indian coast, which would have been sufficient for the past tsunami
surveys for the earthquake magnitudes less than Mw 8.0. That is not the case evidently. Even at
the northern most survey location (~ 13.5˚N) the tsunami height is still significant (3.2 m). The
additional survey in the region of the Central and North-East Indian coasts is critical to
understand the tsunami strength distribution.
Our rapid reconnaissance tsunami survey was supported by National Geophysical Research
Institute in Hyderabad, National Institute of Ocean Technology in Chennai, Gunma University in
Japan, and the US National Science Foundation through Earthquake Engineering Research
Institute (EERI) as part of the Learning From Earthquakes (LFE) program.
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Table 1 – Tsunami run-up surveys along the coast of Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry
Sl.
No

Location

Latitude oN/
Longitude oE

1.

Pulicat

2.

Pattinapakam

3.

Kovalam

4.

Kalpakkam

5.

Periakalapet

6.

Puttupatnam

7.

Devanaampatnam

8.

Parangipettai

9.

Tarangambadi

13°23.040’
80°19.984’_
_
13°01.263’_
80°16.722’_
12°47.455’_
80°15.003’_
12°30.378’ _
80°09.688’ _
12°01.544’ _
79°51.888’ _
11°51.618’ _
79°48.926’ _
11°44.576’ _
79°47.230’ _
11°30.965’ _
79°45.947’ _
11°01.620’
79°51.350’_
_
10°45.785’ _
79°50.928’ _
10°23.597’ _
79°52.014’ _

10. Nagapattinam
11. Vedaranniyam

•

Run-up
elevation (m)

Lateral
Max Sand
Inundation(m) Distance (m)

3.2

160

90

2.7

145

120

4.3

180

120

4.1

360

190

3.9

170

130

2.6

--

--

2.5

340

180

2.8

700

400

4.4

400

150

5.2

800

430

3.6

--

--

“Runup elevation” is the vertical distance between the still sea level at the time of
tsunami attack and the maximum water level caused by the tsunami; tsunami marks
caused by local effects, splash-up, etc. are excluded. Almost all of the values reported
above are based on the sandy-mud-line marks remained inside of the houses. Such
highly reliable quality data were possible because of our rapid reconnaissance.

Scratch by a floating object

Mud line inside

Figure 1. Typical tsunami runup marks: a sandy-mud line on the outside of the inundated house
and the scratch marks evidently made by some floating objects. The similar sandy-mud mark
found inside of the house is a more accurate tsunami mark since it is not influenced by the
splash-up or other local effects.

Figure 2. Comparison of the numerical predictions with the measured tsunami runup heights.
The numerical predictions are provided by Philip Liu. ** Note that I have not yet obtained a
permission to use this figure from Philip **
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Figure 3. The breadth of the continental shelf in the survey region, presented by the 100m and
200m depth contours and the tsunami runup heights in decimeters.
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Figure 4. A typical beach profile taken at Devanaanpattinam. The tsunami runup flow may
enhanced by the beach berm.

Figure 5. Tsunami scour and failure of a lifeline (sewage pipe) at a schoolhouse at Kalapakkom.

Figure 6. Undermined sidewalk in Chennai.

Figure 7 A ship pushed up by tsunami at Nagappattinam Port: also detected by the satellite image
by the arrow mark. (IKONOS Image by Space Imaging)

Figure 8. Many damaged fishing boats on the quay at Nagappattinam Port; no boat was present
in the satellite image. (IKONOS Image by Space Imaging)

